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ABSTRACT

The provision of guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) in
the Internet requires appropriate system support for both
resource allocation and charging. Differentiated Services is
an approach for the former which targets a high level of scal-
ability. The inclusion of flow-based charging characteristics,
such as QoS, extent of service usage and traffic destination
dependencies, into Differentiated Service models requires
specific system components including destination related
price tables, traffic counters and specific control schemes for
inter-provider service agreements. In this paper, we describe
and evaluate these components with respect to their spatial
and temporal scalability. For the latter, an evaluation model is
developed based on simulations and simulation results are
provided indicating performance trade-offs.

INTRODUCTION

Important distributed applications, such as tele-confer-
encing, IP telephony or on-demand media delivery require
QoS support at the network level. While the Internet has been
tremendously successful at supporting communication with
no or relatively low QoS semantics, the incorporation of strin-
gent QoS concepts has not happened so far on a significant
scale.

One reason for this is that there is no conclusion as to
which QoS framework to support. Such frameworks are
important in order to define end-to-end services across multi-
ple Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in the public Internet.
The early concept of Integrated Services (IntServ) considered
QoS support on an end-to-end basis (Braden et. al. 1994).
However, its per-flow service model proved to have severe
disadvantages. On one hand, IntServ is able to provide differ-
entiated QoS support to applications on a per-flow basis. On
the other hand, maintaining this model throughout the net-
work implies per-flow state overhead which was shown to

lead to severe scalability problems especially in the core pa
of the network.

In response to such deficiencies, Differentiated Servic
(DiffServ) have been put forward (Blake et. al. 1998). Diff
Serv assumes a network model consisting of interconnec
domains, where domains can be operated by different n
work service providers. To improve scalability within a
domain, QoS support is provided in terms of a limited numb
of QoS classes. Between interconnected domains, Serv
Level Agreements (SLAs) are foreseen as a means to regu
the traffic exchanged and the service provided. Althou
SLAs and their enforcement are essential for preventing n
work domains from congestion, the issue of how to define a
handle SLAs is at an early stage of consideration. In prin
ple, SLAs can be defined at various aggregation (and he
scalability) levels including the cases of per-flow and p
QoS-class agreements (Bernet et. al. 1999).

The question of how to charge for Internet usage
closely related to the introduction of QoS support. Obvious
as soon as such support becomes available, network users
tend to make use of the best available service only, unl
they have to pay more for a better service. Assuming a Di
Serv type of QoS provision, charging for QoS can be relat
to the type of SLAs employed. For instance, if class-bas
SLAs were to be used, charging could be based on
selected QoS class. If SLAs are employed on a per-flow ba
charge calculation can in addition reflect the communicati
path including the destination implied. Such charging allow
for an accurate determination of actual cost of communic
tion on a fine granularity level of usage. As a close linkag
between cost and applied charge is a natural outcome in co
petitive environments, these properties of per-flow chargi
are desirable for the Internet as well (Stiller et al 1999).

The charging system presented in this paper attempts
combine the benefits offered by per-flow charging with th
increased scalability of QoS support as promised by DiffSe
The proposed system includes the ability to charge based
the used QoS class, requested bandwidth as well as the d
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nation of communication. Its realization is based on the Diff-
Serv network model mentioned above, where ISPs offer
inter-provider SLAs as chargeable services. In order to
achieve higher scalability, an SLA control scheme is pro-
posed which detaches the set-up and adaptation of SLAs
from the set-up and termination of individual flows. The
scheme can adequately support QoS as well as the charging
aspects mentioned above. However, it implies a certain level
of resource overbooking, thus introducing a trade-off
between increased scalability of SLA handling and the extent
of resource underutilization. An initial evaluation of this
trade-off constitutes a second major part of this paper.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
the next section, the charging system is introduced in terms
of SLAs and pricing. Then, an SLA control scheme is pre-
sented which allows for increased scalability of SLA treat-
ment. A simulation model is described allowing to assess the
trade-off between resource overbooking and SLA signalling
overhead. Simulation results are provided indicating the
nature of this trade-off. Finally, a short review of related
work is provided along with conclusions of the work done.

A DIFFSERV BASED CHARGING SYSTEM

The figure below depicts the typical setting of a Diff-
Serv defined network environment. Multiple network
domains, operated by possibly different ISPs, have to be
crossed by flows exchanged between applications running on
hosts. Within each network domain, a number of network
services is assumed to be implemented including the tradi-
tional best-effort service and at least one additional service
for QoS support. For the latter, several different approaches
have been proposed including the Olympic, Assured and Pre-
mium type of services (Baumgartner et al. 1998). Through-
out this paper, we tacitly relate our work to the Premium Ser-
vice which is assumed to be associated with low delay and
loss bounds for traffic delivery.

The issue of how QoS based services can be imp
mented within a domain has been considered elsewh
(Xiaio et al. 1999, Braun et al.1999). In short, for eac
domain a so-called bandwidth broker is foreseen which
responsible for admitting traffic to entering the doma
through its boundary routers. Based on knowledge ab
available resources within the domain, the broker is assum
to be able to decide on new traffic requests such that the Q
service characteristics (bounded loss and delay for Premi
Service) are not violated. Admittance of new traffic reques
is handled in terms of Service Level Agreements. An IS
requests an SLA from a neighbor ISP, if it wants to send tra
fic to it. The ISP offering the SLA has to agree with th
requesting ISP on the amount of traffic (bandwidth) to b
sent and the type of service to be provided.

In order to ensure end-to-end QoS support, SLAs ha
to exist along the path of ISPs connecting a flow's source a
destination. The SLA semantics need to imply a service co
erage extending from the contracting ISPs to the destinat
end-points of the traffic covered. For instance, in Figure
the SLA between ISP1 and ISP2 needs to give service as
ance to ISP1 for QoS (e.g. delay) occurring between t
ingress point of ISP1 and the egress point of ISP3 (conne
ing to host B). Naturally, ISP2 itself needs an SLA with ISP
in order to judge service availability up to the desired des
nation end-point. This "nesting" of SLAs is a prerequisite
the provision of end-to-end QoS.

Introducing charging into the described environme
requires a number of additional considerations. As the SL
is the unit of service commitment between two ISPs, it pr
vides a natural context for defining the charging to b
applied. In this paper, we assume a straight-forward charg
semantics for an SLA. We assume that unit bandwidth pric
can be derived based on the QoS class, the bandw
amount agreed on as well as the targeted destination.
final charge for an SLA is obtained by using this price an
the time interval during which the SLA is maintained.

In order to enable such charging differentiation, an IS
needs to maintain an SLA for each serviced destination.
the number of destinations is too large, the ISP may fa
scalability problems similar to the ones implied by IntSer
as the only limit is given by the number of Internet hosts. Th
situation can be improved by aggregating sets of destinatio
and servicing them using a common SLA. Variou
approaches may be conceivable, for instance by conside
all destinations in a a region as being subject to the same un
price. However, such an approach assumes that all ISPs
region can be reached and traversed at approximately
same price level.

ISP 1 ISP 2 ISP 3
Host A Host B

DiffServ domain

boundary router

SLA 2 SLA 3SLA 1

end-to-end flow

Figure 1: DiffServ network model
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We propose an alternative approach based on an IP
address aggregation method which is already in use by the
BGP (Border gateway protocol) for inter-domain routing in
the Internet (Rechter and Li 1995). Briefly, routing across
domains is performed based on the network address part of
the IP address only, identifying the destination network to
which the destination host is connected. At border routers of
domains, routing entries must be kept in principle for each
occurring destination network in the Internet, but not for
every occurring host IP address. Border router of (core) ISPs
typically hold entries of several 10.000 networks without fac-
ing scalability problems.

By augmenting the routing tables with a price entry a
destination dependent charging scheme can be enabled. Each
ISP keeps track of the price for every destination network. In
particular, an access ISP is able to provide such information
when queried by an end user for a new flow. Pricing informa-
tion may consist of a uniform bandwidth unit price or prices
for various bandwidth amounts. Such price tables may be
rather static in nature, or be updated on a regular basis, for
instance every week and be performed at a time when update
traffic does not cause resource congestion.

SLA CONTROL AND SIGNALLING

Given the mentioned address aggregation, each ISP
needs to keep track of the traffic directed to every possible
destination network. We propose a mechanism, termed Desti-
nation Related Reservation Tracking (DRT) which is to
ensure that each ISP is aware of the traffic amount for which
QoS support has been committed. More precisely, each ISP
is expected to have a counter for each destination network
mirroring the overall bandwidth admitted towards that net-
work. This approach contains the SLA scalability problem in
terms of storage: instead of keeping track of per-flow state,
per destination network state suffices. Along the temporal
dimension the situation appears to be unchanged: each ISP is
expected to capture each flow set-up/termination indication,
establish the corresponding destination network, upgrade its
SLA with the downstream ISP for the additional bandwidth
and update the corresponding traffic counter in its combined
price/admitted traffic table.

We foresee a second mechanism, termed Inter-Provider
SLA Control, in order to ensure that an ISP does not have to
adjust its SLAs towards downstream ISPs too frequently.
Two aspects are underlying the approach. One is the fact that
considering just one SLA between two neighbor ISPs aggre-
gates traffic across all possible destinations. Although the
aggregate components may change (i.e. flows are terminated
and new flows with possibly different destinations are set
up), such changes may to a large degree be averaged out

when considering the traffic aggregate. Furthermore, t
amount of the traffic aggregate may have both rather la
and small fluctuations. At least the portion of small fluctu
tions can be prevented from triggering SLA updates, su
posed the bandwidth contracted through the SLA is ke
large enough.

The control scheme we propose in effect decoupl
SLA upgrades from the DRT process. At each point in tim
an ISP is aware (through DRT) of the admitted traffic towar
a neighbor ISP. Instead of contracting for this amount on
the ISP is assumed to "overbuy" bandwidth in expectation
traffic fluctuation which it would like to support without hav-
ing to readjust the SLA. More precisely, we assume that
ISP adopts the following behavior based on an overbuyi
measure d: whenever the bandwidth contracted through
SLA is fully used up, the ISP attempts to increase the ban
width by at least d percent. Conversely, whenever flows a
terminated, the contracted bandwidth is only decreased, if
amount of contracted, but unused bandwidth exceeds d %

As detailed in the next section, this approach leads
contracted bandwidth which on average will be approx
mately utilized to 100-d/2 percent only. As charging is bas
on the contracted amount, the approach leads to both pos
and negative effects. On one side, it decreases the freque
at which SLAs need to be updated. On the other hand
implies unused contracted traffic and a corresponding an e
nomic loss. We analyze this trade-off in the next section.

The consideration of only one SLA between two ISP
has another implication with respect to the price to b
applied. The exact price for a contracted traffic aggregate
function of the distribution of the destination networks of th
traffic. In principle, the price for an SLA needs to chang
whenever a new flow is set-up respectively terminate
Adhering to our approach to avoid per-flow signalling ove
head whenever possible, we assume a sampling of the tra
distribution at a time interval which is significantly large tha
the interval of flow changes. For instance, an ISP could che
every 5 min the current distribution for a contracting neigh
bor ISP and announce a fixed price for the next 5 minut
based on this distribution. Obviously, such an approach m
again have an economic influence on the charges an IS
able to collect. However, the study of this aspect is outsi
the scope of this paper.

Inter-provider interaction is decomposed by ou
approach into three different signalling levels.On one lev
per-flow signalling takes places in order to admit new flow
and update DRT counters of ISPs. On another level, SL
updates take place based on update policies. On a third le
price announcements are distributed at regular interva
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While the approach does not fully eliminate per-flow related
overhead, we see its benefit in the fact that it detaches busi-
ness related interactions from pure admission signalling. As
SLAs imply a contractual relationship, higher processing
requirements due to negotiation and security requirements,
have to be assumed. These aspects render a low SLA update
frequency a primary goal.

EVALUATION MODEL

Initial simulations have been carried out in order to
evaluate the behavior of the SLA control scheme. They are
based on the sample network depicted below, where each
node denotes an ISP accepting and sending signal messages
from/to neighbor ISPs. We use a combination of hierarchical
and meshed interconnections in order to approximate the
structure occurring in the Internet. Access networks to which
hosts can connect form the leaves of the structure. Simula-
tions have been carried out using various network sizes and
number of levels in the hierarchy. The results indicated in
this paper are based on a 3-level network consisting of 12
backbone and 24 host networks.

Our study concerns traffic associated with one QoS ser-
vice class only. Access networks are assumed to be the
sources resp. sinks of traffic. Decisions on new flow genera-
tion resp. flow termination are done based on simulation
rounds. Within each round, an access network checks a num-
ber of times (maxNew) whether a new flow is to be gener-
ated. Each generation is based on probability probNew. Per
round at most maxNew flows can be generated and the aver-
age generation is given by newMax*probNew. Existing flows
are associated with a termination probability probTerm
within each round. Thus, the average life-time of a flows
amounts to 1/probTerm. With these parameters, the number
of flows in the considered network averages (in a balanced
generation/termination state) to numberOfAccessNW*max-
New *probNew/ probTerm. For the presented results we
assume: newMax = 10, probNew = 0.1, probTerm = 0.1. This
implies an average number of 240 flows in the network.

For each simulation, a certain bandwidth capacity is
assumed for the links interconnecting the ISP domains.
Within the domains, resources are assumed to be abundant.
Across simulations, link capacity was varied in order to cre-
ate resource bottlenecks of various extent (see below). Each
simulation consists of a number of rounds sufficiently large
to get beyond the state where flow generation and termina-
tion reach balance. Initially, the network is considered empty.
In each round, flow generation and termination are simulated
using the parameters mentioned above. When a flow is cre-
ated, end-to-end set-up signalling is performed. If existing
SLAs along the path suffice, the flow is set up and the DRT

counters of the involved ISPs are updated. If contract
bandwidth does not suffice at least at one ISP, the flow is
set up.

Each ISP maintains two SLAs with each of its neigh
bors, one for the downstream and one for the upstream dir
tion. An SLA is managed by the ISP using it for sending th
traffic. Upon receiving a flow set-up or termination event in
simulation round, an ISP checks whether it needs to adj
the contracted capacity in downstream direction. For th
purpose, it employs an SLA update policy based on tw
threshold values, an increase_threshold (it) resp.
descrease_threshhold (dt). Whenever a new flow in a round
causes the SLA utilization to surpassit percent, the ISP
requests an increase in contracted bandwidth. Wheneve
flow termination in a round causes the SLA utilization t
drop belowdt. the ISP requests a decrease. In both cases,
update is assumed to be performed in such a way, that
new amount of contracted bandwidth leads to an SLA utiliz
tion which is exactly between it and dt:

In our experiments, we setit to 1.0, meaning that new
flows trigger an SLA update only if the bandwidth is fully
utilized. By varyingdt, both the SLA update frequency and
the amount of overbooked resources are determined. W
the presented updated policy, the overprovisioned bandwi

approximately averages to: .

A special case is given, ifit=dt=1.0. In this case, every
flow generation resp. termination leads to an SLA upda
Throughout all simulations we used this IntServ like SL
treatment as a reference scenario.

Figure 2: Employed ISP network

contractedBW
usedBW

0.5it 0.5dt+
-------------------------------=

it dt–( )contractedBW
2

----------------------------------------------------------
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EVALUATION RESULTS

In the first simulation, we assume that capacity is abun-
dant throughout the network of Figure 2, such that every flow
can be admitted. We are interested in how overprovisioning
affects the number of SLA updates. We use the parameterdt
with values 1.0, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4 to indicate the former in Fig-
ure 3. Each depicted curve indicates the average reserved
bandwidth per SLA in the network. Note that the curve for
dt=1.0 indicates the case that no resources are overbooked.

In Figure 4, the number of SLA updates is shown for
the samedt values. Obviously there is a significant reduction
of updates fordt < 1.0, more pronounced fordt values of 0.6
and 0.4. Resource overbooking reaches for these cases 20%
and 30%, respectively. The implication of the latter is corre-
spondingly higher service cost which for each backbone ISP
is compensated as both the price to be paid to downstream
ISPs is higher as is the revenue expected from upstream ISPs.
Of course, the cost is ultimately reflected in the price which
the (sending side) hosts have to pay.

However, overprovisiong does not necessarily accu-
rately reflect the loss in possible revenue due to rejected
flows. In order to reveal this aspect, we reduced the capacity
of the network links and introduced resource bottlenecks.
While most of the traffic still fits into the network, some
flows have to be rejected. The following table shows the
number of rejects during a 60 round simulation. Again, the
dt=1.0 case shows how many rejections are due to true
capacity limitations (an not to SLA contracting inefficiency):

dt=1.0 rejected : 79 loss: 0
dt=0.8 rejected: 90 loss: 11
dt=0.6 rejected: 107 loss: 28
dt=0.4 rejected:  132 loss: 53

During the 60 rounds roughly 1400 flows are attempte
to be set up. Of these, 79 are rejected in the reference c
Expressed in economic terms, the network is able to gene
revenue from roughly 1300 flows during that period.
resources are overbooked trough SLAs, still around 12
flows can be supported in all of the considered cases. I.e.
reduction in revenue generation is in the range of less th
5%. This is an interesting result, as it allows the interpret
tion that the extent of overprovisioning does not necessar
represent the loss in financial revenue and that the loss m
in fact be lower than the overprovisioning rate. Part of th
explanation of this difference is due to the fact that the ma
resource bottleneck was given in the highest level backbo
of the network and that flow destinations were set up ra
domly across all possible destinations. However, a dee
understanding of the relationship of network characterist
and revenue loss needs additonal consideration.

In the cases above, we assumed that an ISP is able
perform an SLA update whenever one is needed. Howev
this ability may be limited as well. To take this into accoun
we consider an update-wait timew given in number of
rounds. Ifw=0, SLAs can be updated at any time. Ifw=1,
after each update a wait time of one round is required befo
the next update can be performed. Again, this mechanism
tested with varying values ofdt. If dt is large, then overprovi-
sioning is low and many SLA updates are necessary. If
artificially limit the number of updates, new flows cannot b
admitted, although resources would have been available (
“contractable”). Withdt=0.8 andw=2 we found the (unac-
ceptable) behaviour that 60% of all new flows are rejected

The situation is different for lower values ofdt, e.g. 0.4.
Here,w=2 still leads to acceptable results. As shown in th
figure below, the flow rejection rate drops to a low stab
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level. However, during traffic surges, as during the initial
phase of the simulation (with no SLAs initially), still high
rejection rates can be seen. If no wait time for updates is
assumed, the number of SLA updates is much higher (e.g.
134 instead of 35 in the first round) and the network becomes
much more rapidly stable (in 20 instead of 50 rounds).

Related Work and Conclusions

The issue of inter-provider SLA set up has received less
attention than the definition and implementation of service
implementations inside DiffServ domains. The schemes
which are closest to our approach relate to adaptive SLA
adjustments based on measured cross-domain traffic (Terzis
et al. 1999, Guenter et. al. 1999). However, these approaches
cannot ensure QoS guarantees.

The address aggregation method mentioned in the paper
was earlier used to determine an ISP path towards a destina-
tion based on the cost implied by that path (Fankhauser et al.
1999). The approach assumed that each ISP keeps track of
SLAs towards all possible destination networks and did not
consider the possibility of aggregating these SLAs into just
one and reducing the extent of SLA updates.

In contrast, the approach investigated in this paper is
focussed on the provision of guaranteed end-to-end QoS and
aiming at the description of a charging system which is better
scalable than an IntServ like approach. We see its main con-
tributions in two areas. The approach separates the necessary
signalling between ISP domains into several components.
Flow signalling, SLA updates and the exchange of pricing
information are shown to be supportable in a decoupled fash-
ion on different time scales. Such separation is possible, even
if destination dependent charging is assumed. In order to sup-
port the latter, the required system elements such as price

tables, destination traffic counters as well as complex SL
update controls were introduced.

The simulation results indicate that resource overboo
ing on a fairly small scale (20 to 30%) already has the pote
tial to significantly reduce the number of SLA updates. How
ever, they also indicate that still a large number of updates
necessary, if traffic changes suddenly. If the number of su
updates is limited, either a high number of flow rejections
implied or a high level of resource overbooking is necessa
In conclusion, the benefit of the proposed SLA update co
trol closely depends on the type of assumed traffic gene
tion. In cases where traffic is changing rather slowly both
amount and direction, the approach is of proven bene
Finding out the exact limits of the approach requires add
tional work with respect to various traffic generation pattern
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